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Introduction

Fisheries management ideally aims to balance the

optimization of yield with the sustainability of

natural resources. Within this broad objective, the

science of fisheries biology has traditionally focused

on developing our understanding of the environ-

mental and biological parameters that influence
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population dynamics and stock structure, in order

to determine current or future stock sizes and

ultimately contribute to setting catch quotas. With

over 60% of global marine stocks now known to be

over-exploited or at their maximum sustainable

limit (FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Department

2007a), it is also necessary to ensure the imple-

mentation of these scientific findings through

regulation and control of the fishing industry.

Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing

is estimated to be worth between $10bn and

$23bn per year and poses a real threat to the

sustainable management of regional fisheries, not

only through direct depletion of stocks, but also by

undermining the competitiveness of legal fishing

efforts, driving the whole industry towards non-

compliance. A great deal of progress has been made

in regulating commercial fisheries through moni-

toring, control and surveillance (MCS) measures

(FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Department

2007b). A range of technologies are utilized to

identify infringements relating to individual vessels,

but problems still exist in areas of catch identifica-

tion and subsequent fraud throughout the food

supply chain. Since the early 1990s the opportunity

to combine outputs from fisheries genetics research

with applied regulation mechanisms has been

recognized (Bartlett and Davidson 1991, 1992),

leading to the development of a new set of tools for

fisheries enforcement. This review aims to highlight

recent progress and future potential in the produc-

tion and application of forensic DNA methods for

the investigation and prosecution of IUU fishing and

illegal trade.

Regulation of the fisheries industry faces multiple

challenges, but these can largely be grouped into

two main categories. IUU fishing describes fish

caught in contravention to regulations concerning

the species, geographic origin or age of the fish, the

amount of fish caught, the timing and duration of

fishing effort and the equipment used to catch fish.

Regional fishery management organizations moni-

tor many of these issues through the deployment of

on-board fisheries officers and the use of remote

sensing technology to track vessel movements.

Nevertheless, current MCS systems have limitations

and it is not always possible to identify or produce

evidence of IUU fishing. The second major challenge

is to identify false product labelling that is used

either to launder IUU fish into the legitimate

marketplace or simply to defraud the consumer in

order to obtain a higher sale price (Jacquet and

Pauly 2008). While deceiving the public may

appear less serious, it can represent health risks to

consumers through substitution of species such as

escolar (Gempylidae; mislabelled as sea bass, FSA –

Food Standards Agency UK 2003) and pufferfish

(Fugu spp.; mislabelled as monkfish, US FDA –

United States Food and Drug Administration 2007),

both known to cause serious illness. Mislabelling is

also of growing concern to certification schemes

that rely on credible species identification to support

consumer demand for ‘sustainable’ products. False

labelling, even of legally caught fish, destroys

confidence in systems designed to reduce IUU

fishing.

To address these regulatory issues, methods for

identifying fish and fish products are needed,

capable of application to routine audits within the

industry and as enforcement tools for prosecuting

serious illegal activities. The key requirement of any

identification system is to be able answer three

questions regarding a sample: What species is it?

Where was it caught? Can it be traced to samples

above and below it in the food supply chain? Each of

these questions can be approached using molecular

markers and genetic databases developed for fisher-

ies research. However, in order to convert this

research into a set of applied tools, the developmen-

tal and analytical processes involved require vali-

dation to internationally recognized forensic

standards. This paper sets out to examine the steps

involved in transferring fisheries genetic research

into forensic genetic tools and provides a perspective

on current and future applications of DNA identi-

fication methods to fisheries traceability.

Wildlife DNA forensics

The use of genetic analysis to identify non-human

evidence began shortly after the first DNA finger-

prints were applied to human forensic investigation

(Gill et al. 1985). Individual DNA identification

systems such as single- and multi-locus probes were

transferred directly from advancing human tech-

niques (Thommasen et al. 1989; Wetton and Parkin

1997), while in parallel, DNA started to be used for

species identification of trace evidence based on

molecular phylogenetic methods (Cronin et al.

1991). Non-human forensic genetics is now rou-

tinely applied to the investigation of serious human

crimes such as murder (Menotti-Raymond et al.

1997), instances of animal persecution (Dawnay

et al. 2008) and cases of illegal trade in products
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ranging from olive oil (Pasqualone et al. 2004) and

ivory (Wasser et al. 2004) to timber (Deguilloux

et al. 2002), rice (Steele et al. 2007) and traditional

medicines (Hsieh et al. 2003; Wetton et al. 2004;

Peppin et al. 2008). To address these issues,

researchers now utilize multiple marker types

including microsatellites, insertion/deletions and

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in combi-

nation with analytical methods such as nucleotide

sequencing, fragment analysis and a diverse range

of SNP genotyping approaches (Sobrino et al.

2005). Wildlife DNA forensics continues to draw

on conservation genetics (Ogden et al. 2008) and

molecular ecology (Baker 2008) for novel

approaches to genetic identification, though in the

transfer of these methods to forensic tools for law

enforcement, it is necessary to look to human

forensic genetics as the analytical standard for the

field.

Validation – from research to forensic science

The wide array of molecular identification tech-

niques offers huge potential for the monitoring and

enforcement of fisheries regulations, but at the same

time presents multiple challenges to those attempt-

ing to transfer research methods into applied tools.

Perhaps the most pressing issue is the need to find

an acceptable balance between the utilization of

academic research to develop genetic identification

methods, and the expectations and requirements of

the forensic science community to present clear,

unequivocal evidence produced using validated,

robust techniques.

In any enforcement application, all processes of

data production and interpretation may be subject

to challenge. Sample collection and transfer, lab-

oratory and statistical analyses, the accuracy of

the reference database and the presentation of

findings are all scrutinized in search of potential

sources of doubt in the evidence. It is therefore

essential that each stage of the method is assessed

and validated prior to enforcement use and all

applications are undertaken in a quality assured

environment (reviewed by Ogden et al. 2008).

A summary of criteria assessed during the valida-

tion of forensic genetic applications is presented in

Table 1. While it is unlikely that non-human

forensic geneticists will ever have sufficient

resources to undertake the depth of validation

studies produced in the human field, the limita-

tions and assumptions involved in analysis must be

recognized and where possible, quantified, prior to

forensic application.

Genetic identification for fisheries

enforcement

Species identification

Identifying the species to which a fish sample or

product belongs is the first and sometimes only issue

in fisheries enforcement investigations. While

unprocessed fish can be identified by trained

inspectors with the support of taxonomists, almost

all fish products lose their defining morphological

characters during the early stages of processing

making them impossible to identify with traditional

taxonomic approaches. Since the early 1990s, the

use of DNA markers to identify fish species has

provided an alternative identification method that is

now widely employed in fisheries and food regula-

tion. For example, at the US NOAA Marine Foren-

sics Laboratory over 2500 evidence items were

received for DNA identification between 2006 and

2007 (T. Knott, personal communication). Appli-

cations range from the investigation of illegally

traded caviar (DeSalle and Birstein 1996) and shark

fins (Abercrombie et al. 2005) through to the issues

of consumer protection and food fraud (Marko et al.

2004). With the development of multi-species

array-based techniques (Kochzius et al. 2008; Telet-

chea et al. 2008) and assays designed for highly

processed fish products (Jerome et al. 2003), species

identification is becoming routine. A great deal of

work has been published in this area, with several

review articles highlighting the range of techniques

and applications currently in use for trade monitor-

ing (Rasmussen and Morrissey 2008; Kochzius

2008; Gil 2007; Bossier 1999). The following

section focuses on the methods suitable for

generating forensic evidence for enforcement

applications.

The development of species identification tech-

niques has relied upon the availability of a number of

molecular markers that typically display variation

among rather than within species. The mitochon-

drial DNA cytochrome oxidase I (COI) and cyto-

chrome b (cyt b) gene regions are most commonly

targeted and have formed the basis of large reference

databases (FishBOL and FishTrace, http://www.

fishtrace.org) that enable samples to be identified

through DNA sequence matching. DNA nucleo-

tide sequencing has been validated for species
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identification applications (Wilson et al. 1995) and

is favoured in forensics as it provides the most

comprehensive information, and therefore strongest

evidence, of all single marker DNA analysis methods.

When used in combination with universal primers,

nucleotide sequencing enables fish to be identified

without any prior knowledge of their species of

origin (Kyle and Wilson 2007). However, when

faced with samples containing multiple species, or

DNA that has fragmented through degradation or

Table 1 A summary of the key considerations in the transfer of genetic identification methods from research to forensic

science. Forensic requirements (column 2) describe the criteria considered and supporting information necessary to validate

each process. Validation scope (column 3) indicates the variables to be investigated and/or data to be produced within

validation studies. Design of appropriate validation studies is technique, taxon and application specific; this table is provided

as an introduction to this area and researchers considering forensic applications are advised to thoroughly assess their

own specific requirements.

Process Forensic requirements Validation scope Examples

Sample type Demonstration of DNA recovery (quantity

and quality) from different samples

Sample type

Sample condition

Storage condition

1

Sample collection

& transfer

Documented, auditable chain of

custody from sample source to laboratory

System audit trail

– see QA

See QA

Laboratory analysis Demonstration of reliable data production

using established techniques, operating

within tested analytical conditions.

Evidence that all reasonable sources

of potential analytical variation have

been considered and accounted for

understanding of method limitations

Genetic markers:

PCR conditions

Mode of inheritance,

independence

Species specificity

Lab platforms/techniques:

Precision, accuracy,

reproducibility

Inter-laboratory calibration

2,3,4,5

6,7

Statistical analysis Quantifiable results

Measurement of uncertainty

Ability to evaluate multiple hypotheses

Ability to account for biological parameters

Evaluation (peer-review) of

algorithms/approaches

Simulation across a defined

range of parameter values

Testing for concordance of

simulations with empirical data

8,9,10,11,12,13

Reference data Authenticated reference materials

Documented sample sources

Data quality control

Audit trail from specimens

to data

Control, calibration and

reproducibility

Species ID: 14,15

Population ID: 16

Data quality: 17

Evidence

presentation

Evaluation of prosecution and defence

hypotheses, rather than null and

alternative hypotheses

Validation not applicable.

Refer to relevant national

forensic guidelines

8,9

National guidelines

Quality

assurance (QA)

Analytical process performed in

a QA environment

Production and use of standard

operating procedures

External independent audit

of all analytical and control systems

QA standards:

ISO17025* GLP/GMP�

Notes: 1. Jerome et al. 2003; 2. SWGDAM (2003); 3. Branicki et al. 2003; 4. Dawnay et al. 2007; 5. Dawnay et al. 2008; 6. Lygo et al.

1994; 7. Koumi et al. 2004; 8. Evett and Weir 1998; 9. Balding 2005; 10. Manel et al. 2005; 11. Hauser et al. 2006; 12. Altschul et al.

1997; 13. Ratnasingham and Hebert 2007; 14. BOLD (http://www.barcodinglife.org); 15. FishTrace (http://www.fishtrace.org); 16. Seeb

et al. 2007; 17. Parson et al. 2004.

*ISO17025 specifies the general requirements for competence to carry out tests under the International Organization for

Standardization.

�Good laboratory practice/good management practice.
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processing, sequencing with universal primers is

limited and alternative methods are required.

The differences observed among species at a

genetic marker are largely due to single base pair

changes in the DNA sequence, known as SNPs. SNPs

can be directly utilized to identify species through the

design of species-specific primers or probes, or

through the use of restriction enzymes (PCR-RFLP).

While the reduction of genetic information from an

entire sequence to the characterization of several

SNPs increases the potential for misidentification, it

does allow single target species to be identified from

complex mixtures. For example, Chapman et al.

(2003) successfully employed species-specific prim-

ers to detect DNA originating from the great white

shark, Carcharodon carcharias (Lamnidae). They

designed a multiplex PCR assay that simultaneously

targets two gene regions, the mitochondrial cyt b and

nuclear ITS2 regions, returning positive results for

great white shark samples from around the world,

whilst excluding 68 non-target shark taxa. The

inclusion of two genetic markers and subsequent

validation against a large number of alternative

species and species mixtures was central to making

this technique suitable for subsequent enforcement

work. SNP-based methods, including PCR-RFLP, are

accepted within the forensic genetic community for

fishing investigations (Withler et al. 2004), however,

they are applied in the context of species detection,

rather than species identification, with each assay

having a defined scope that describes the total set of

species that have been tested during development.

The strength of the subsequent evidence therefore

depends on the completeness of the species set and is

reinforced by demonstrating the same result at

multiple DNA markers.

The power to identify species offered by DNA

sequencing and the ability to analyze mixed DNA

through SNP approaches can be combined. By using

species-specific PCR-primers it is possible to generate

a single DNA sequence for the target species from a

sample containing multiple species DNA. This

sequence can then be identified to species level to

categorically demonstrate its presence in the sample,

even for fragments as small as 109 bp (Hajibabaei

et al. 2006), and is therefore a popular method in

wildlife DNA forensics (Peppin et al. 2008).

Fish stock and geographic origin identification

One of the most pressing issues in fisheries man-

agement is to understand the level of population

structure within a species in any given geographical

area. Knowledge of spatio-temporal population

dynamics is essential to validate models of fish

ecology and subsequently predict patterns of dis-

persal, migration, recruitment and population size

(Hauser and Carvalho 2008; Waples et al. 2008).

In addition to output management tools (catch

limits, TACs, minimum landing sizes) there is a

growing need to develop control through input

management tools (capacity and effort limitation).

Such a policy requires information on the relative

dynamics and abundance of fish stocks from

particular regions. The determination of fish popu-

lation limits is also a necessary precursor to the

development of tools to identify the geographic

origin of samples. Genetic analysis has again been

shown to offer methodological solutions and is

forming the basis of many applications that are

vitally important if regulations to safeguard regional

stocks are to be enforced.

From a forensic genetic perspective, identifying

the geographic origin of a sample is equivalent to

identifying its biological population. The term ‘pop-

ulation’ has no single definition and its meaning

can vary between ecological and evolutionary

interpretations that place different emphasis on

how individuals are grouped (Waples and Gaggiotti

2006). Although many management applications

will focus on a demographic, ecological approach to

population structuring, genetic identification tech-

niques must relate to a population definition that

focuses on levels of reproductive cohesion (Waples

et al. 2008). This disparity has implications for

fisheries enforcement. Genetic variation among

populations reflects levels of gene exchange among

spawning stocks and does not necessarily relate to

feeding aggregations, which may be composed of

multiple evolutionary populations (Carlsson et al.

2007). Consequently molecular markers may be

used to trace an individual salmon to the specific

river drainage where it spawned (Beacham et al.

2008), but possibly not to where it was caught. This

is clearly important in an enforcement context, as it

requires a link to be established between the

geographic distribution of stocks subject to IUU

fishing and their genetic source populations.

Methods for genetic population identification, or

assignment, are well-developed in fisheries research

and extensive information exists relating to differing

levels of genetic variability, structure and gene

flow for many species. However, the conversion of

these methods into enforcement tools that seek to
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categorically define geographic origin is complicated

by the potential mobility of individual fish and the

consequent gene flow between regions. Although

molecular markers offer great potential for defining

populations and identifying the origin of fish

(Nielsen et al. 2001), marker selection must care-

fully consider their individual power to discriminate

candidate populations in the context of each specific

investigation. For some species, such as the Pata-

gonian toothfish (Dissostichus eleginoides, Notothe-

niidae), markers reveal clear phylogeographic

structure that directly correlates with geographi-

cally distinct fisheries allowing unambiguous

assignment of samples on the basis of divergent

genetic populations (Shaw et al. 2004). However,

for other species at different spatial scales, geo-

graphically defined fishery stocks have so far proved

very difficult to distinguish using molecular markers

(Carvalho and Hauser 1998; Mariani et al. 2005).

Furthermore, for enforcement applications, there is

the additional requirement for population sub-divi-

sion to coincide with management boundaries (e.g.

ICES zones) or international borders (e.g. transna-

tional rivers). Non-alignment of political regions

and biological distributions is common in fisheries

and represents one of the principal limitations to the

use of genetic identification in enforcement activities

(Waples et al. 2008).

The choice of molecular marker is important to

achieve the required level of population discrimi-

nation. Identifying highly divergent populations

that have experienced very limited gene flow over

a long period of evolutionary time may be achieved

using mitochondrial DNA markers such as the

control region (D-loop), or occasionally COI or cyt

b. The control region may exhibit fixed haplotype

differences among regions (Ikeda et al. 2003)

enabling categorical population assignment, which

is preferable in an enforcement context. For

populations that have undergone more recent

divergence or exhibit greater gene flow, mitochon-

drial DNA markers usually fail to provide sufficient

resolution, and population assignment methods

have instead traditionally focussed on nuclear

microsatellite loci as neutral markers capable of

reflecting regional reductions in gene flow. While

microsatellites may occasionally exhibit private

alleles in single populations, genetic differentiation

is normally achieved on the basis of divergent

allele frequencies, enabling a probabilistic assign-

ment of individual samples to their putative source

population.

Such approaches have been successfully applied

to various species in fisheries research, such as cod,

trout and salmon (Hansen et al. 2001). Progress in

this area has been accompanied by the development

of various statistical assignment methodologies

(Manel et al. 2005) and software packages (Hauser

et al. 2006) that enable questions of population

number, degree of differentiation and power of

assignment to be addressed. The ability to accu-

rately assign an individual fish to its source popu-

lation is a function of the level of underlying genetic

structure, the quality of the comparative datasets

(size, representation and data accuracy), the num-

ber and variability of the molecular markers and the

relative genetic uniqueness of the individual sample.

The potential for this body of research to spawn

enforcement tools for geographic origin assignment

has long been recognized (Ward 2000 and Primmer

et al. 2000), however, with the notable exception of

the Pacific NorthWest salmon fishery (Withler et al.

2004) there are relatively few examples of such

technology transfer in IUU fishing investigations.

One issue often raised by research scientists

during the conversion from population assignment

techniques to forensic identification methods is the

relative level of statistical certainty required by the

research and legal communities. Research scientists

are familiar with testing hypotheses against error

rates of 1% (1 in 100), while human forensic

geneticists routinely report odds of 1 in 1 billion.

This may give the impression that enormously

powerful marker panels are always required to

provide forensic evidence. Probability thresholds of

T > 0.999 and T < 0.001 have been suggested for

population assignment and exclusion respectively,

in non-human DNA forensics (Manel et al. 2002).

While these figures would certainly provide com-

pelling evidence, questions over the value of the test

statistic required for forensic applications are not

strictly relevant. No scientist would (or should!) feel

comfortable translating a P-value of 0.001 into a

definitive legal statement regarding the source of a

sample, for three reasons: (i) there is room for

uncertainty in the genetic data, (ii) there is no scope

for allowing the incorporation of non-genetic (prior)

information relating to the sample’s origin and (iii)

there is no scope to evaluate the evidence under the

defence hypothesis. Instead, many forensic geneti-

cists favour the formulation of a likelihood ratio that

compares the probability of observing the evidence

(sample profile) under the prosecution and defence

hypotheses. This allows the scientist to account for
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uncertainty, circumstance and alternative claims,

and importantly, does not place any quantitative

restriction on how significant the result must be.

A quantitative estimate of the relative likelihood of

the evidence is produced; the larger the number, the

more probable the evidence given the allegation.

This framework is widely employed to present

human and non-human individual DNA profile

matches (Evett and Weir 1998; Dawnay et al.

2008) and ancestral race identification (Phillips

et al. 2007) and is recommended here for cases

involving fish population assignment.

In addition to the need for a panel of validated

markers, the construction of a likelihood ratio

requires sufficient population genetic data to allow

the evidence to be evaluated according to the

hypotheses of both the prosecution and defence. This

usually means that allele frequency estimates are

needed from the source population claimed by the

defendant as well as that alleged by the prosecution.

Accordingly, it is the limited availability of datasets

representing multiple populations that often governs

the scope of enforcement tools. However, as any

forensic analysis is undertaken within the context of a

specific investigation, there are restrictions on selec-

tion of source populations that remove the need for

complete species datasets. When evaluating the

likelihood of the genetic evidence, the forensic scien-

tist is also obliged to consider the effect of circum-

stantial information such as vessel limitations or

remote sensing data that influence the number of

alternative source populations that need to be con-

sidered. This is important as it may prevent the

defendant from deliberately claiming that the source

population was one from which no comparable allele

frequency data is available.

Despite this, the level of resource required to

generate population genetic data for each species

and geographic region subject to fisheries manage-

ment is vast. While future methods are likely to

facilitate a much broader enforcement approach, it

is currently not feasible to address every IUU fishing

issue involving geographic origin using population

assignment methods. The following section exam-

ines possible alternative approaches to utilize

genetic variability for product traceability through

the food supply chain, from fish to fork.

Supply chain traceability

While the direct detection of IUU fishing is not

always possible, enforcement activities can still

proceed through investigations that target the point

at which IUU fish are laundered into the legitimate

food supply chain. Supply chains are increasingly

regulated through the use of documented audit

trails that trace goods from production to point of

sale in order to assure the origin and quality of

products. Supply chain verification is usually

achieved through the use of batch-specific certifi-

cates or barcodes detailing the content of a ship-

ment; however, where sufficient drivers exist, such

as public health or endangered species conserva-

tion, molecular markers are also used to authenti-

cate trade. For example, in the UK, concern over

BSE infection in cattle has led to beef products being

identified with individual DNA profiles (Meghen

et al. 1998), while in SE Asia, timber exports are

being validated using a DNA certification scheme

(Lawson 2007) to prevent the laundering of illegally

logged wood. Targeting investigations at the fish

supply chain offers an alternative approach to

fisheries regulation and a number of molecular-

based detection methods are already being applied.

Aside from the need to authenticate the species

being traded (discussed earlier), traceability at any

point in the food supply chain is restricted to

demonstrating product receipt from one stage up in

the chain and product provision to one stage down in

the chain. This logic removes the requirement for

molecular genetic markers to identify samples,

instead they can be employed to exclude samples.

Exclusion is simpler than identification as it does not

require the same level of comparative population

data or statistical interpretation. By screening a

batch of fish at any point in the supply chain,

subsequent adulteration can be detected by resam-

pling and discovery of genetic material that was not

present in the original batch. Dense supply chain

sampling allows identification of the exact point at

which illegal fish entered the chain. From a practical

fisheries perspective, such methods would not use

DNA markers for tracing individual fish, but instead

use markers that characterize the genetic variation

found within approved fisheries. For example, mi-

crosatellite panels currently used to identify farmed

salmon broodstock from different suppliers could also

be used to demonstrate changes in the genetic

composition of a batch of fish as it is infiltrated with

IUU products along the supply chain. The scale of

sampling required would then be restricted to that

typically used to provide a comprehensive estimate of

allele frequencies in a population genetic study. In

addition to enabling enforcement authorities to
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investigate IUU activity, genetic tracing also provides

a method that can be employed by the fisheries

industry or independent certification schemes to

demonstrate the source of specific products.

The application of molecular markers for supply

chain authentication is being instigated by the

Marine Stewardship Council (A. Jackson, personal

communication) as part of the ongoing TASC

project (Traceability and Assurance in the Supply

Chain), while in Russia, genetic traceability is

already being employed to verify the farmed-origin

of caviar (S. Rastorguev, personal communication).

The financial and logistical resources required to

develop such supply-chain traceability systems may

support their widespread future use across many

different fisheries of concern to conservation and

enforcement authorities.

The outlook for genetic tools in fisheries

traceability

The potential use for genetic identification in

fisheries traceability was one of the earliest recog-

nized applications of non-human DNA forensics. For

almost two decades, this field has developed through

the horizontal transfer of techniques from both

human forensic science and molecular fisheries

research. Our ability to generate genetic data is

now increasing at a phenomenal rate, potentially

removing many of the barriers currently faced by

applied geneticists. In this emerging era, what can

the fishing industry expect from molecular genetic

tools and which limitations are likely to remain?

The continued development of global DNA data-

bases containing authenticated reference sequences

should soon enable the genetic identification of every

fish species. Such resources also enable the develop-

ment of assays for the detection of specific taxa and

this provides the capacity to produce tools for

authenticating almost all fish products, including

mixed species and processed goods. With advances in

genotyping technology, routine genetic monitoring

will become increasingly cost effective. Single SNP

assays are already commercially available at below

$1/€1 per sample and as uptake of genetic methods

increases, costs will fall (Hauser and Seeb 2008).

However, it should be noted that the cost of analysing

forensic evidence samples is primarily driven by

quality assurance procedures, not technology costs.

Traceability within species will be largely gov-

erned by our ability to identify sufficiently powerful

molecular markers to differentiate target popula-

tions. Population genetic research for many fisheries

has not even begun and a great deal of research is

required to understand what exists, before identifi-

cation methods can be developed. In extensively

researched species, the priority is to increase the level

of spatio-temporal population resolution. This may

be achieved through the addition of more neutral

genetic markers, but for many species there are likely

to be limits to such assignment approaches due to

levels of migration between populations (Waples

1998). The gradual movement away from micro-

satellites toward SNP markers offers the possibility to

remove some of these barriers by targeting variation

in genes under selection, as well as traditional

neutral markers. Single gene markers, for example

the Pan I locus, have demonstrated variation across

populations (Westgaard and Fevolden 2007;

Pampoulie et al. 2008) and such approaches have

led to the development of forensic identification

methods based on a very low number of highly

informative markers (Schwenke et al. 2006). The

advent of genome sequencing and subsequent SNP

discovery in commercially important species (Van

Tassell et al. 2008), should increase the availability

of non-neutral molecular markers capable of assign-

ing fish to geographic origin (Luikart et al. 2003).

Molecular markers, like any other technology, do

not offer a complete solution to fisheries regulation

and are best used in combination with complimen-

tary approaches. Current MCS methods for vessel

monitoring provide a wealth of information that can

help to refine evidence produced from genetic tech-

niques. For the analysis of whole fish, otolith micro-

chemistry and morphological data can be used to

examine the life history of an individual animal,

indicate its geographical movements and region of

capture (Campana and Thorrold 2001; Swan et al.

2006). A current European initiative, FishPopTrace

(https://maritimeaffairs.jrc.ec.europa.eu/web/fishpop

trace/) is focussing on such an integrated approach

for four commercially exploited fish species: cod

(Gadus morhua, Gadidae), hake (Merluccius merluc-

cius, Gadidae), herring (Clupea harengus, Clupeidae)

and sole (Solea solea, Soleidae). Using a combination

of array-based SNP screens to select informative

population genetic markers and otolith data relating

to ecological and life history population structuring,

this project aims to develop a series of validated

marker systems for tracing geographic origin for

application to fisheries enforcement.

The need for accurate product labelling to generate

consumer confidence in any initiative designed to
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promote good fisheries management is obvious. The

use of genetic techniques in supply chain traceability

is in its infancy, but offers huge potential for the

authentication of both farmed and sustainably-

caught fish. Importantly, it provides the opportunity

for industry self-regulation which should potentially

allow finite enforcement resources to be more effec-

tively targeted at IUU fishing and trade. The scale and

importance of the global fishing industry requires

technological solutions that have the ability to

support law enforcement where necessary, but

primarily to encourage compliance with increasingly

stringent management policies.
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